Focusing on the details, Jenny spends the next few days working on her story, incorporating feedback from her colleagues and ensuring her creative ideas have maximum impact when the magazine hits the stands.

Jenny's task is to write up the story with an interesting angle so it has maximum impact when the magazine goes live in a couple of weeks. She sends a brief to Cara, who will be writing the story. Cara and her team are working on an exclusive cover for the magazine, helping to prevent the news from getting out before it should. Alex magazine has a reputation for revealing big news in the world of fashion.

Cara sends a brief to Jenny, who will be writing the story. Cara and her team are working on an exclusive cover for the magazine, helping to prevent the news from getting out before it should. Alex magazine has a reputation for revealing big news in the world of fashion.

Jenny manages to keep her idea under wraps. Being able to work with a full team, including Jenny's colleagues, helps her to get her ideas out to the world. The OneNote file remains secure, only one who can access her ideas. No password needed; it recognizes her face. Jenny signs in quickly using Windows Hello on her Surface.

From generating her idea to the magazine being published, Jenny has been able to keep her idea secure while working across different locations, devices, and teams ensured it resulted in an exclusive story. It includes an interview transcript, initial photoshoot imagery, and details about the model. From brainstorming to the magazine hitting the stands, the people it is sent to. Any further sharing will require permission from Jenny.

The OneNote file remains secure, only one who can access her ideas. No password needed; it recognizes her face. Jenny signs in quickly using Windows Hello on her Surface. Windows 10 alerts Jenny that the website contains potentially harmful content, helping to prevent malware and prevents her Surface from becoming infected. Jenny decides to download her whitepaper on how the right technology can play a crucial role in securing the value of ideas.